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In the summer of 1912, Clarence Crane had a problem. 
 
For a number of years, he had successfully run his family’s chocolate business but 
recently his sales had gradually declined partly because his customers said it was too 
difficult to keep the chocolate from melting.  On top of that his son had no interest in 
helping the family’s company and was just as happy to throw in the towel and close the 
business permanently.  = ( 
 
Left on his own, Crane had to come up with a chocolate substitute that wouldn’t require 
refrigeration.  Eventually he decided on mints, particularly circular mints.  Low on funds 
he partnered with a local pill manufacturer who made a mistake when producing the 
pills and accidentally left a hold in the middle.  Crane thought the mints looked like 
small life preservers so he called them: 
 
Life Savers. 
 
Or “Nothing enclosed by a circle” as Crane once put it.  Life Savers was not a great 
selling product, it wasn’t sweet enough to be candy but even if was the market for hard 
candy was weak and still forming.  Crane’s business was collapsing and he wanted out, 
a New York businessman named Edward Noble saw the troubles Life Savers was having 
and he agreed to buy the flailing candy company and raised $3,800 to do it.  
 
“A $50-a-day repeat business” 
 
That’s what Noble said he could do with Life Savers, that’s how well he thought he 
could turn around this failing company.  But what’s more interesting is HOW he said he 
could do it.  So what was his big secret going to be? 
 
Noble thought that all he needed was just ONE good client. 
 
In his mind, all it would take is a SINGLE sale.  One monster contract and he could go 
from zero to $50/day, $100/day or even $1,000/day – and all it would take, Noble 
theorized, is ONE yes but it had to be the right yes. 
 
Just ONE yes would make him a rich man. 
 
So when he and his partners ran into problems Noble was resilient.  For example, when 
they found out the product had terrible packaging and retailers refused to carry it Noble 
focused on finding solutions, not quitting as many around him did.  In that case they 
repackaged the mints in a tin foil to preserve the flavor, an industry first in the candy 
market.   
 
But that solution and many others, all failed - none of it worked. 
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Things got worse… a lot worse. 
 
Noble took more and more time and money away from his main business to invest in 
Life Savers, when that wasn’t enough he dumped his entire life savings into the 
company and after that he even over borrowed money to throw at the failing business. 
 
Associates said that Noble had explored “every possible avenue for sales” and failed 
every time, before quitting his first and last remaining partner called Life Savers a 
“flop”.  They tried going door to door at houses, toy stores, departments outlets, barber 
shops, shopping malls, appliance stores, etc. NOTHING worked. 
 
“I just need ONE.” 
 
That was Edward Noble’s attitude and that was the reason he was able to continue on 
this path while the people around him were quitting left and right and in many cases 
going to work for competitors.  Even all of the original partners bailed.  All this time 
Noble stayed the course, believing his ONE life changing meeting was coming. 
 
Then, one day, it happened… 
 
While at a saloon Noble noticed that customers were given clove leaves to deal with the 
smell of whiskey, smoking, etc.  These leaves however, were a nuisance to chew and 
spit out and they left their own unpleasant taste and smell afterwards. 
 
This was his moment.  Noble talked to the owners of the United Cigar chain about using 
a better, cleaner breath freshener that tasted so good it was like candy.  This was 
about to be the first nonsmoker’s product that the chain had ever sold.  Just put them 
at the register, Noble said, and “… charge five cents, and be sure to give your 
customers nickels in change…” 
 
So United Cigar did exactly that… at their 1,200 stores. 
 
Edward Noble was (correctly) seen as a genius.  After the massive successes with 
United Cigar, word quickly spread.  Nearly overnight Life Savers were being sold at 
movie theaters, restaurants, vending machines, gas stations (this became more 
important as cars got popular), convenience stores, hotels, train stations, bus stations… 
 
Life Savers went from 250k in sales to over 1M in profit. 
 
That’s right, nearly overnight they did more in NET profit than they had in sales.  Life 
Savers became such a well-known success story and so tied to and an example of the 
“American Dream” that during WWI when the government’s sugar quotas were 
introduced forcing many candy companies out of business, Life Savers sales exploded 
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as it became seen as patriotic to buy the “Freedom Rings”.  That same boost happened 
again during the sugar quotas of WWII. 
 
Life Savers went on and pioneered today’s $500M hard candy industry, revolutionized 
the breath freshening products and they shaped all retail packaging practices to 
maximize freshness and shelf life. They also still do about $50-100M in sales every year. 
 
Remember this was all the ripple effect of just ONE sale, Noble was right… 
 
… but wait there’s more… 
 
Life Savers became such a famous success story and turned Edward Noble into such a 
superstar that in June of 1939 FDR (U.S. President Franklin D. Roosevelt) created the 
special government position of Under Secretary of Commerce specifically for Noble.  
Later when the FTC ordered that the giant RCA corporation had to sell off one of its 
radio networks, Noble bought Blue Network. 
 
Everybody wondered how he would possibly compete with NBC and CBS, but Noble 
applied the SAME lesson of getting just “One Big” sale to this business as well.  After 
searching and searching, he found his target.  Noble merged his company with United 
Paramount Theaters and the resulting company we know today as the American 
Broadcasting Company – or ABC. 
 
That is the power of finding a SINGLE client.  One person can more than Double your 
business… 
 
We call them Doublers… Triplers… and hopefully Hectuplers? (10x) 
 
Again, as you learn about Noble’s successes, remember the lesson here: 
 
ALL of that came from ONE single transaction: United Cigar. 
 
So here’s my question to you: 
 
What are you doing right now to find your United Cigar? 
 
How many different ways do you have of contacting “Doublers”? 
 
Are you happy with the number, aggressiveness and overall results? 
 
Somewhere out there is ONE domino that will knock down many others for you… and it 
amazes me how few companies are even THINKING, let alone actually trying to close 
the deals.  You are just ONE yes away from an entire revolution for your business… 


